A FEW MORE THINGS
By Christopher Bird,
Washington D.C.
I’ve been puzzled about this right-brain, left-brain stuff. This is largely
because about two or three years ago I was talking with a friend of mine,
who’s a genius, about right brain and left brain and he said, “ Yeah, but
what about this one?” So he handed me a very interesting report of a
Scottish surgeon who, some years back in his career as a neurosurgeon, was confronted by an honours graduate in his university, who
said to him, “I’ve got something wrong with my head, I get headaches of
some kind.”
After a while, after the general tests showed nothing, they sent him
down to one of these CAT scan tests and wham! Lo and behold, he had
no brain at all.
Now, this is not a joke. He had a very thin membrane just underneath
the skull, and then the spinal cord came up to the brain stem up here,
and the rest was just mush – succotash, oatmeal, whatever you want.
And remember, this guy was a top honours graduate and doing fine
work for his PhD.
They said it wasn’t possible, but it was duly written up. Now I ask you
was the guy right brained or left brained? They’ve gone to find at least
157 more cases exactly like that. This is not just one phenomenon, so
whenever I read about right brained-ness and left brained-ness, I begin
to wonder.
There’s a guy down in New Jersey, a lively young man named
Eugene Dolgoff. Eugene has been studying holography for about 25
years.
I first heard him speak twelve years ago in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, at the First International Psychotronics Conference,
and he’s since gone to be the only person to be able to make a full time
living on the matter of holographs and holograms, about which a lot is
being theorized in the consciousness field these days.
He puts on an absolutely marvellous show, with films. And you’re
looking at this film and it’s black and white, but for some optical visual
reason, when you see the carrot, you see it as orange. Although
actually, there’s no orange there. You supply the orange.

Dolgoff now has a theory that he thinks will prove that pattern
interference, wave interference – one thing coming in here, another
coming in there – can actually explain all PSI phenomena. Now I’m not
a good theoretician, but when you listen to that guy give his legal brief
on that subject ,you know that he comes very close to the truth.
So I think some of these things are going to be explained, and I think
that this holographic thing to be right I the midst of it.
I’m going to finish on an agricultural note, but I want to first say that
even within our friendly group, there’s a lot of controversy. For example,
there are people sitting in this audience, educated people, who will tell
you that no matter how many stakes you pound in the ground, you’re not
going to get rid of a geo-pathogenic zone. And there are other people
who are saying that if you put the stakes in, in a certain pattern, at a
certain distance away from one another, at a certain depth, you will
achieve that goal of banishing the effects of that geo-pathogenic zone.
I’m not going into geo-pathogenic zones because you’ve all heard
and read about them, but these people are adamantly on two sides of
the fence within our tight-knit society. What gets left out of this
controversy among ourselves, sometimes, is what about the participator?
If the man who is pounding in the stake thinks that by pounding it in
something is going to happen to the geo-pathogenic zone, then we can
banish a pathogenic zone. The man who’s saying it’s impossible is not
only not going to pound in stakes, but even if he does, maybe it won’’t
have any effect. Whereas on the other side, the man that say yes, the
stakes will have the effect desired because he thinks that by this theory
alone just by pounding the stakes, that his belief in the pounding plays
no role.
There is being sold in agricultural America today a combination of
large towers – call them small Eiffel towers. They’re made of metal and
they’re called “Towers of Power.” When you set them up on your farm,
all sorts of great things are supposed to being to happen. The cosmic
energy around the farm gets mobilized, the plants grow better, the
livestock is healthier, et cetera.
Along with these towers of power, the farmers, are being sold
extremely complicatedly wired and extremely expensive radionics boxes.
And now for a parenthetic story.

You heard Fran Farrelly say the other day that the boxes aren’t what
matter. I’ll tell you this story because I was one of the guys who thought
the box mattered a whole lot.
A while back there were 15 or 20 of us in Fran’s course. Among
them were two physicists who weren’t interested so much in practicing
radionics as in doing detailed wiring diagrams of the boxes’ interiors, the
guts, the innards. So they spent a lot of time drawing out these circuit
diagrams, and some of them were quite complicated.
We all went through our dowsing dailies for about four or five days,
and our rubbing plates, and certain objective tests. I was scoring fairly
high.
We got to the last day and about the last hour, and I recall that Fran
said, “Now you know, these boxes are just an aid, a focusing aid.
They’re really not very necessary and what’s in them isn’t necessary
either, and we want now to prove this.” So she said to me, “Chris, will
you turn your box over and take the Phillips screwdriver and open it up?”
Well I did notice that the box did look a bit older than the brand new
ones that everybody else was using and the reason, which I didn’t know
was that the box had fallen off a rowboat and had lain at the bottom of
Tampa Bay for about three months before it had been retrieved. I
opened the box up and took off the cover and there was a gasp,
because everything in it had been rusted completely out. There wasn’t
one thing connected to another, and yet I was getting the same and
even better results than some of the other guys using the brand new
boxes.
That’s the end of the parenthetic story. Now I’ve gotten to the
denouement.
I went to see a farmer who had invested a lot of money in the towers
of power and in a very, very expensive radionics type box. I’m going to
let the farmer talk now.
“Since I got those towers, I’ve notices a whole change in the energy
situation around my farm. I can see various signs of it. The towers were
put in in the fall of ’82 and I noticed the following spring that there were
no maggots in my wet manure, which used to crawl with them overnight.
“The towers are, I think balances of an overall energy from
somewhere; maybe you could call it cosmic energy. But they’re like a

body that has organs that have to be radionically treated to bring ‘em
into balance”.
Last year at this time I was experiencing the severest difficulty with
my unbalanced towers as detected on my rubbing plate of my radioncs
box. I’d balance them and they’d get out of balance again, and I got
frustrated and I talked to both the expert in Georgia and the expert in
Ohio and was told that only two things can bring these towers out of
balance. One of them was pathogenic problems in the energy field, and
the other was dark forces.”
“So I fussed with the balance of those towers for three to four months,
and I got quite worked up about it. I called those experts back and they
said, “Well you’d better put a lot of work in, scanning your rates,; and I
scanned over a hundred rates. I spent several days balancing the
towers out by scanning the rates, and finally got my towers in shape.
And the next morning I came in to check them and they were completely
balanced again.
“So”, I said right out loud, ‘Dear Lord, what’s going on with these
dark forces in these towers? I’ve had radionics professionals try to help
me and they’re not able to do anything. And me, just a dumb farmer, I
can’t seem to do anything for myself. I feel I’m licked”.
“And it was right there, in my downstairs cellar room, that a voice said
to me, out loud- the voice of the Lord, he says, “Why don’t you give me
a chance?”
“So I said immediately, ‘Well, if that’s the case, Lord, the problem’s all
ours. I trust you on it, that’s no problem for me.’
“And I haven’t had a single problem since that time.” Isn’t that great?
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